The Pink Pad XL advanced patient positioning system is the innovative, clinically-preferred product for increasing patient safety in Trendelenburg — preventing unwanted patient movement, while protecting nerves from injury and skin from hospital-acquired pressure ulcers.

- Gynecology
- Colorectal
- Urology
- General
- Laparoscopic & Robotic

MOLDS & CONFORMS

The Pink Pad molds and conforms to the patient’s contour to eliminate sliding
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Maximizing Safety in Trendelenburg

The Pink Pad XL is an advanced Trendelenburg positioning system so innovative, that it holds eight US patents and one European patent. This clinically-preferred system eliminates patient sliding, while protecting skin and nerves from injury. The Pink Pad XL places no pressure on the head, neck or shoulders, eliminating the risk of injury to brachial plexus nerves. The material of the Pink Pad has been specially-developed for direct skin contact and is what gives the Pink Pad its unique properties. It molds and conforms to the patient’s contour to prevent unwanted patient movement.

This breathable, skin-friendly material also eliminates the risk of hospital-acquired pressure ulcers (HAPUs). This second-generation Pink Pad features greater surface area for increased skin contact, as well as a perineal cutout for better access to the surgical site. Like the original, The Pink Pad XL provides superior performance in high-BMI cases, and its single-use design minimizes cross-contamination risks. With a set-up time of under a minute, the Pink Pad family of products is also friendly to the bottom line, saving valuable OR time in set-up and room turnover.

The material difference
The patented material of the Pink Pad XL was developed and refined over a period of years, specifically for the purpose of enhancing patient safety in Trendelenburg by preventing sliding. It is this unique material that provides the Pink Pad its holding power. It offers unparalleled softness that leaves no post-operative skin redness. These material properties are the reason the Pink Pad is the clinically-preferred choice in top hospitals throughout the world.

Increase Safety with the Pink Pad XL

Prevents patient sliding
The advanced material of the Pink Pad molds and conforms to greatly enhance patient safety, ensuring better surgical outcomes. Eliminating patient sliding helps hospitals to comply with CMS guidelines for avoiding positioning related injuries categorized as Never Events.

No brachial plexus injury
The Pink Pad places no pressure on the head, neck or shoulders, eliminating the risk of an avoidable injury to brachial plexus nerves.

Reduces risk of HAPUs
The patented, skin-friendly material was created specifically for direct contact with the skin. The open-cell design is breathable and wicks moisture away from the patient’s skin, greatly reducing the risk of hospital-acquired pressure ulcers (HAPUs).

Minimizes risk of cross-contamination
The single-use design lowers risk for hospital-acquired infections (HAIs).

Standardizes preparation, saves money with reduced set-up time
• Set-up of under a minute saves time and money
  Average O.R. Cost per hour: $6,000
  Pink Pad: 1 minute Cost: $100
  Other systems: up to 20 min Cost: $2,000
  Savings over other systems: $1,900
• No need to reposition patient due to sliding
• Helps to create a universal standard of care
Pressure Relief: Reduced Risk of HAPUs

The cost of treating hospital acquired pressure ulcers is over 1 billion dollars annually, with average increased hospital stays of 9 days and non-reimbursed treatment costs potentially exceeding $40,000 per patient.

In a recent study of 15 subjects ranging from 16-54 BMI and an average BMI of 35.5, the Pink Pad provided an average peak pressure reduction of 43%.

The Pink Pad not only prevents patient sliding, but can greatly reduce the risk of hospital acquired pressure ulcers.

Safety at Your Fingertips

The One-Step Arm Protectors™ can help you comply with CMS Never Events for preventable injury by protecting the nerves of the arm from pressure-related injury. An inner layer of DermaProx™ safeguards the skin and soft tissue from pressure ulcer formation. Additionally, the fingers are protected from pinching or crushing during stirrup adjustments.

The One-Step Arm Protectors provide extra protection:
- Protects from unintentional contact during robotic procedures
- Promotes proper anatomical positioning
- Velcro closures afford access to the pulse oximeter and IV site
- Establishes a universal standard of care
- Saves set-up time

Development

The Pink Pad was developed through a collaboration between Xodus Medical and Dr. Alessio Pigazzi, an international leader in minimally invasive general and colorectal surgery, to address the unique challenges and clinical issues associated with Trendelenburg positioning.

Since its inception, the Pink Pad has become the clinically-preferred standard for increasing safety in Trendelenburg position.

Alessio Pigazzi
M.D., Ph.D.
Colorectal Surgeon

See the interview with Dr. Pigazzi at XodusMedical.com/PinkPadVideo
What Our Customers are Saying

The Pink Pad and the Pink Pad XL have safely and comfortably secured patients in steep Trendelenburg in many hospitals throughout the country. It has proven to be the most effective product to help maximize patient safety in Trendelenburg. Here is what medical professionals have to say:

The Pink Pad has eliminated patient slippage completely! It is easy to attach to the OR bed, and less staff is needed for positioning! Our “wheels in to cut time” has been greatly reduced as well. The Pink Pad has been a great product for our OR!

Claudette Hency,
Clinical Coordinator of General Surgery, RN, CNOR
Southeast Health

We recently completed a successful robotically-assisted, laparoscopic total hysterectomy on a patient that was 147 kg (324 lb) with a BMI of 46. The Pink Pad held the patient in place for the duration of the procedure. We are very pleased with the Pink Pad.

Brett Hilliard, CRNA
Winnie Palmer Hospital for Women and Babies

I’ve been using the Pink Pad for over two years, and have found it to be indispensable. I’m a staff anesthesiologist at St Luke’s Baptist Hospital in San Antonio, Texas with over 15 years experience and do a majority of robotically assisted cases. Especially in these cases where extremes of positioning is a requirement the Pink Pad is not only desirable, it’s an absolute requirement. I wholeheartedly recommend its use for all your cases where positioning is very important.

Dr. Philip Garcia, M.D.
Anesthesiologist, Vice-Chief of Staff
St. Luke’s Baptist Hospital

The Pink Pad has allowed me to feel more confident that I can position the patient quickly, while saving OR setup costs and still maximize patient safety. Those of us dedicated to pushing the boundaries of minimally invasive surgery need to utilize innovative products that can both increase patient safety and improve operating room efficiency. I feel confident that by using the Pink Pad, my patients are safe from moving on the table during extreme positioning maneuvers and avoid skin irritation and breakdown associated with other products.

Daniel Gilbert, D.O., Urology
Arizona Oncology

Our Most Popular Kit

PRODUCT #40595
The Pink Pad XL Advanced Trendelenburg Positioning System with Standard DermaProx One Step Arm Protectors and Adult Head Positioner

Includes:
• 1 single-use Pink Pad XL,
• 1 lift sheet,
• 1 set of single-use body straps,
• 1 pair of standard One-Step Trendelenburg Arm Protectors with DermaProx™ layer,
• 1 Trendelenburg Head Positioner

See the full line of Pink Pad products at www.xodusmedical.com/pinkpad